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ATHENS, GA, January 25, 2022 – A group from the NMI has created a widget

that will be of interest to all UGA sports fans who are looking to stay up to date on

a day to day basis with the latest UGA athletics updates, from game scores to

social media posts, this widget gives you easy access to everything you need to

know at a glance and allows you the opportunity to personalize your device.

“With this widget, we hope to enhance the Echo Show 15 experience by offering a

way to further personalize their device’s display and functions, and what better

way to do that than through the Bulldog community?” says Madison Pruitt, one of

the widget’s developers. 

It’s difficult to be a full time Dawg’s fan and juggle the tasks of everyday life.

Sometimes, you may not have time to keep up with the game or don’t want to go

down the rabbit hole of your Twitter feed to get game updates. The NMI’s new

UGA athletics widget for the Echo Show 15 makes it easier to multitask whether it

be at the office or from your home, this widget displays constant updates. 

One customer says, “One of my favorite parts about this app is that I can use the

Alexa voice command feature to call the Dawgs!” 

Alongside answering questions on game updates, schedules, and player stats, this

widget also incorporates Alexa voice commands that every Bulldog household

should have. With a simple “Alexa, bark!” or “Alexa, call the dawgs!” voice

command your house will sound like a Saturday in Athens. 

For more information and updates on the new UGA Athletics widget please visit

www.nmiportfolio.com. 
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What is a widget?
An Amazon developer blog post states that widgets are “rich,

customizable, glanceable, self-updating views of skill

content.” Widgets come in two sizes: small and large and are

displayed on the home screen of the Amazon Echo Show 15.

What does this widget do?
This widget allows users to access synthesized UGA football

content and news on their Amazon Echo Show 15. This

widget will display self-updating game schedules, scores, and

player statistics.

Will this widget work on my device?
This widget is only available for download on the

Amazon Echo Show 15. 

Who is this widget for?
This widget is for fans of UGA football who want easy access

to the latest UGA football content and news in the comfort of

their own home. 

What is the cost of this widget?
This widget is free for download in the Widget Gallery

on the Amazon Echo Show 15 only. 
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Frequently Asked Questions



How do I add this widget?
Swipe down from the top of the screen of your Echo

Show 15. Tap “Widget Gallery” to see the widget options.

Tap the plus sign in the upper right corner of the UGA

football widget. When finished, tap on the arrow in the

upper left corner of the screen to close the gallery.

Does this widget use Alexa?

Does this widget have Visual ID

compatability?
Yes, UGA football fans can receive personalized

information from Alexa just by standing in the device

camera’s field of view. Users can add the UGA widget to

their personal home screen accessible by their Visual ID.

Yes, this widget features specially curated Alexa

skills that will bring the spirit of Bulldog nation to

the user’s home. Try saying, “Alexa, call the

dawgs.”

Do I need an account?
No, the UGA football content available through this

widget is the same across all users. 
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